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1 
This invention relates;v to novelliielastotmeric 

footwear, particularly overshoes‘r J suitable _. for 
children, and to apro'cess-bywhichisuchi footwear 
may be fabricated; ll‘he shoes offlthi's invention 
are light, ‘?exible, attractive inl appearance and 
adapted to be manufaoturedihynthei dipping-of 
forms in liquid latex compound; 'Whileelas 
tomers other thanlvnat'ura'l-latexiimay-vbe‘ used, 
the following disclosure wlilllbemadeiini relation 
to rubber overshoes.solfabrioated. 
Broadly, and from‘ the-method point-of View, 

the invention comprises dipping a form in coagu 
lant, then dipping it two or moretimes in latex 
compound, the depth of‘ each‘ dip’ being progres~ 
sively less. This ‘technique produces an‘ over 
shoe, the'uppe'r portion of'whichiiscons'tituted 
by a single rubber‘?lm ofsub'stantial'?exibility 
to permit the top" of‘th‘e' o‘versho'e' to' be drawn 
over the‘ foot. The lower or sole portion 'of‘ the 
overshoe is constitutedgbyi=two‘~ ‘layers .of' ?lm, 
that is, the inner: layer .whi‘ohieonstitutesvthe 
upper and the outerilayerwhichl provides rein 
forcement over the soleiportioniof the‘overshoe. 

Preferably, the-compound? which‘ deposits. the 
outer layer is of composition" different‘ from the 
liquid which: deposits‘ the. inner layer. If; there 
be no. di?erence other than thatiof‘c‘olor; aibright 
attractive two-tone appearance is.provided. But 
it is within the contemplationof. this invention 
that the out‘erglayer. shouldtcontain ‘materials 
which , enhance the: resistance of the i?lm>t0 
abrasion. "While the sole .po'rtionkof'the oversh'oe 
may not‘ be‘ so vflexible.asi'the upperip'ortion; sub 
stantial resistance to. abrasion may be imparted 
to it without sacri?cingl?exibility unduly. ' Thus, 
this piece of. footwear ' combines‘ the wear-resist 
ance-so important in tchildren’si articles'with an 
easily stretchable :up'peririm: whichfca-n be- pulled 
apart almost like a' rubbervband; even'by younger 
children. ‘ Further, . theexpansible nature‘ of the 
upper accommodates. the sovershoertonbe worn for 
a long timeiwith'out ‘the child’stoutgrowin‘g- it. 
The overshoes are particularlywell adapted to 
this children’s market, especiallyfwhenlma'de“ in 
bright colors, although the .m'eth'odwan'd ithe 
articles to be described areiini no way limited to 
those suita'ble'onlyv for children; 
The overshoeof thisiinventionis su?iciently 

flexible, that lovershoes lmanuiactu-red’ on }a-»'g1iven 
form may be wornioverrsho'es thefsizes and shapes = 
of which vary over considerable range. Itisi not 
necessary to havea form corresponding‘tozieach 
size and'style‘of shoe'jof thelprospectivewpur 
chaser. This . ' chara'oteristi'cf Lot :Lth'e. ioversh'oe, 
which isin partsdeterminedzb'y.thelmethod-ofFits ~ 
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'Thef-toe portion of theso'ver'shoeau 

» ?nish‘of thetoprim of thefo'ver'shoe. 

fabrication,. facilitates- quantity production- at 
reasonable>cost; 

" ‘It is ‘desirable-"that" an o'Versho'e“ constitutedr by 
a smooth rubber ?lm be provided with‘s‘ome-sort 
of tread to- prevent: the’ wearer tram: slipping I too 

tread on‘ the bottomfofv the’ form" because? of ‘the 
tendency of the tread to entrap airin‘i the dipping 
operation. Onithis; account . theYoon?guration of 
the tread of'the' ove'rshoe":v or: this-invention» is 
fashioned ' in1 relation" to ‘the‘Tdippi-ng problem‘ and 
consists of alternating; grooves‘. and? riid‘ge'sa'r'iin 
ning transversely of the? overshoei' ahdrapering 
from‘ the‘ central, longitudinali line~of ‘the over 
shoe to them'argi'ns "toionnfal‘slightly ‘convex 
sole’ surface. These‘ lateral-treadspermit-air to 
escape tothe ‘sides when the-‘for beingldipp'ed. 

pper presents 
a substantial area ofihorizontali surface, in addi 
tionxtoqthat.of-'-theLsole'jitselfI rllherefore, to 
avoid the :formationiio'fairl pockets along these 
surfaces: and to facilitate drainageiin theidippi'ng 
operation, ‘the 2 form " is ' turned idow'nwar'dly' at’ an 
angle from: toe to? heel ‘so that as the sole is 
dipped‘ from heel to ‘toe, the airt'en'ds‘ to‘? escape 
forwardly. These angulations are of- ‘substan 
tial 1 importance to‘ facilitate? quantity‘ production 
of the overshoes‘ by thefdipping'technique with 
out- production" of ~ too ‘ much worthless - scrap“ as a 
result of entrapment'of air. 

~ Since ‘the latex compound deposits. on?theiform 
by virtue of the-exposure of‘ the rubberin'ithe 
latex compound to a coagulant > on ‘the ‘form, it 
has been aaproblem to obtainiaruniform'and'sub 
stantial deposit of rubber on 'the-dipssubsequent 
to the first. dip. Thisproblem- has been sur 
mounted by inoorporating‘in the-latex solution a 
stabilizer which imparts-‘to the deposited :?lm'a 
permeability to the coagulant-solution,whereby 
the coagulant migrates through the , unhardened 
?linafter its deposition andibeoomes available to 
procure “the ‘deposition’. of a-lilm ‘of uniform. and 
substantial thioknessionthenext dip. 
jAnadditionaYf’eature or the invention is the 

‘ Obviously 

it is‘ desirableith'at this '?'n‘i‘s‘h'be even and "straight 
as trimming operations‘ to‘ obtain ~vthis result 
would "be unduly‘ expensive from the point‘l'o'fview 
of both the labor invo'lv'e‘d‘ 'and'the 'sorapres‘ult 
ing. "- We "have? found '-'-that :‘if‘ ‘a1 coagulant ' solu 
tion possessed‘ ofithe' proper physical‘and' chemi 
cal. properties '- is juti-li'Zed,-~?and' if" the "dipping is 
performed su?icie‘ntlyislowly, then the ?rst “rub 
ber- ?lm today “be neutered "with "-such‘ ‘ evenness 
that no! trimming‘? operations are ‘required.’ ' The 
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straight, smooth edge which results not only 
eliminates this expense but helps prevent tears 
from making a start in the ?lm. While the slow 
clipping of the forms in the latex compound tends 
to expose the bottom of the form to the solution 
for a longer period of time than theatop of the 
form, any inherent unevenness of deposit thus 
produced tends to provide a thicker sole portion 
and a thinner, more ?exible upper portion, both 
of which characteristics are desirable. 
The invention will be better understood by 

reference to the following drawings, in which 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a form upon which 
layers of an elastomeric compound may be built 
up, showing the angle at which it is to be held 
during the dipping operations and the levels of 
successive dips to produce an overshoe of the 
type shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 is a side view, partly in cross section, 

showing an overshoe constituted of two layers 
and stripped from the form of Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a section of the form of Figure 1 

taken along line 3-—3 showing the slightly convex 
sole surface. 

Figure 4 is a side elevation of a boot or galosh 
made by the process of this invention, after hav 
ing been stripped from a form of corresponding 
con?guration. 
As disclosed in Figure 1, a metallic, porcelain 

or other suitable form indicated generally as I is 
provided with a clipping portion 2 and a stem 3 
having a hanger stud 4 by which it may be at 
tached to a dipping rack, which is not shown. 
The hanger stud is angulated with respect to the 
bottom of the form so that when it is attached to 
a rack in horizontal position, the bottom of the 
form slopes downwardly from front to back at an 
angle of substantially 5-10". The bottom of the 
form is provided with ridges 5 separated by 
grooves B. Preferably each groove slopes upward 
ly from the central longitudinal line of the shoe 
to the margins to facilitate the escape of air on 
dipping and avoid the entrapment of air in the 
grooves. The degree of this slope may also be 
substantially 5-l0°. The grooves and ridges ex 
tend for a short distance up the vertical sides of 
the form to provide channels for escape of air 
bubbles when the form is immersed in liquid. 
This arrangement also provides for the finished 
product a distinctive appearance otherwise un- ’ 
available, for normally the overshoe is displayed 
with the sole obscured, yet the corrugations are 
visible because of these extensions. Spaced above 
the bottom of the form, that is, at the portion of 
the form corresponding to the ankle or just be 
low, is a depression 1 extending about the form, 
adapted to provide a tension band above the in 
step or about the ankle of the wearer. Prefer 
ably the heel of the sole portion of the form ter 
minates in a ridge rather than a groove to pro 
vide a drip edge 8 to prevent too great a latex 
layer build-up at this point. The overshoe it 
self, as the two dip products shown in Figure 2 
comprises an inner and flexible ?lm of rubber 
constituting an envelope H for the foot and in 
step of the wearer reinforced by an outer layer 
12 of rubber over the sole portion of the overshoe, 
and extending up above the sole and heel portion 
of the shoe of the wearer of the overshoe. As 
indicated, this outer layer may be of color differ 
ent from that of the inner layer and may be of 
composition resistant to abrasion. 

Corrugations on the overshoe consist of grooves 
l3 and ridges 14 corresponding to grooves 5 and 
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ridges 6 of the form. Tension band 15 conforms 
to depression ‘I of the form. 
The overshoe shown in Figure 4 is of the boot 

or galosh type and is constituted by three latex 
layers each progressively of lesser extent. In this 
form the inner layer of rubber constitutes an en' 
velope I6 extended not only over the foot and in 
step portions but up the ankle to whatever length 
is desired. The second or intermediate thick 
ness ll of rubber covers the sole and instep por 
tion of the ?rst layer. The third or outer layer 
I8 of rubber reinforces the sole of the galosh and 
extends upwardly to a point slightly above the 
bottom, that is the sole and heel portion of the 
shoe. 
The form itself is preferably fabricated from 

aluminum or aluminum alloy of the type com 
monly employed for forms to be dipped in latex. 
The coagulant may be any one of the many uti 
lized for dipping forms in latex but should be 
chosen in respect to its capacity to penetrate a 
stabilized ?rst ?lm, in relation to its effect upon 
the strength and stability of the rubber ?lms de 
posited over it and in relation to its immobility 
on the form. The coagulant ?lm should be suffi 
ciently immobile prior to the ?rst dip to avoid 
downward drainage of the undipped coagulant 
which would mar the evenness of the top of the 
?rst deposited layer of rubber. A good coagu 
lant of the following composition by weight has 
been found to be suitable for this purpose: 

Per cent 
Anhydrous calcium chloride ______________ __ 27 

Calcium nitrate, tetrahydrate ____________ __ 27 

Zinc nitrate, hexahydrate ________________ __ 6 
Wetting agent __________________________ __ 1 

Methanol—to make _____________________ __ 100 

Micronized talc (added to above) ________ __ 5 

The wetting agent utilized in the above formula 
is of the nonionic type, and may be a polymerized 
ethylene oxide condensation product. Such an 
item is manufactured under U. S. Patent Nos. 
1,970,578 and 2,213,477 and is sold by the General 
Dyestuif Corporation of New York. 
The latex compound in which the form is ?rst 

dipped to deposit the envelope I l for the foot and 
instep, that is, the sole and upper portion, is of 
a type low in sulfur and low in accelerator, thus 
requiring a low cure. Low percentages of these 
constituents contribute to a relatively high tear 
resistance. Preferably there is no zinc oxide in this 
latex solution, although there is enough zinc, as 
the nitrate, present in the coagulant to obtain 
proper aging characteristics for the ?lm. 
The latex compound used for the ?rst dip is 

almost of pure gum stock in order to get a low 
modulus. This compound must contain a sta 
bilizer which, in the quantity used, will permit 
the coagulant to penetrate the ?lm deposited so 
that the proper reinforcing ?lm may be deposited 
over the sole portion of the overshoe. A small 
percentage of the condensation product of cetyl 
alcohol with ethylene oxide performs this func 
tion satisfactorily. 
A product of this type is manufactured by Gen 

eral Dyestuff Corporation of New York under U. S. 
Patent No. 1,970,578. This stabilizer produces a 
?rst coat, which is uniformly penetrated by co 
agulant to permit a second coat to build up uni 
formly. 
We have found any of the following formulae 

for latex compounds suitable for obtaining the 
proper physical properties in‘the ?nished articles. 
The ?gures listed, ,asiwell as other similar refer 
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disclosiirereeteseetiperis 

rub ‘ 

Sulfur ______________________ _ _ 

eue diamine ______________ . _ 

Zinc'diethylclithiocarbaniate,_ , 
' dimethyldit ' ' 

~mate ___________________ __ 

Mercaptobenz'othiazo 
Tetramethylthiura‘inrhsul?de. 

~The - second :latex- solution -is similarltqathei-?rst 
except that. a . d‘yestu?-,; oriafrdi?ierentedyestu?, 

Y is usually. employed» to» give: the»oyer_shoeta~tw0— 
tonee?ect. ' The. .cetyl {alcohol-ethylene §oxide 

' condensation. product»may»be;- omi-ttedqifremrgthe 
. second-dip, forsits use’ may_.causefthesoleedip 
to creep up the ?rst dipzand nostraightglinerwou-ld 

preferable that the second: dippingpif-i" his. to 
'- constitute theouter: layer-of the tsole-hfiétheover 
shoe, be. , more . .resistantcto. abrasion ,thanvthe 
?exible inner. layer. ._A.suitable tougheningmate- _ 
rial is colloidal silicadispersed in water at a con- " 
centration of 30% by weight and stabilized. 
Products of this type are manufactured by E. I. 
Du Pont de~Nemour's-.&. Companypf Wilmington, 

. Delaware. As _ little v|as_15 . partsrohtlythis ~znaterial 
to 100 parts of rubber on a dryi-bas' increase 
abrasion resistance substantially 2.5%. It is rec 
ommended that substantially twice this amount 
of toughener be used. Alternatively. fromlOto 
50parts of colloidal clay.mayibe added-.to the 
latex compound to .impart .1 toughness}, to the 
?nished. article. 
In making up .the. abrasion; resistant: latex the 

almost pure gum ,latex_compound is first; mixed 
with onepartof,ethylaminedn the-iormbf a 
35% aqueoussolution.perhundred parts.__of~:rub-' 
her. The purposeofthe use,.oi.this material is 
the segregation of . the. naturall-proteins; in. the 
.latex to preyentthemfromcoming into ,contact 
with the. silica which, isv .to .be ~.added_:-later.~,and 
which would be.precipitatedithereby. v:Next,‘.cne— 
half partperhundred of potassium hydroxide is 
added in the ,form,_of_,_a"25%..aqueous-solution. 
This ‘ further,stabilizes~ thesolution and .tends to 
reduce Skinformationin thegdipping tank. ‘ =.Pref 
erably. these, materials ,shouldsbe added to the 
latex at least 2&1. rhoursbefore. adding the-siliceous 

, stabilizer- .Altholigh the amount. of silicav of,-the 
toughenér may. _be_ ...varied. depending.v upon-,the 

,_ amount of , abrasion .resistancedesired, gpod ,re 
Suits are obtained byaddineienough silicate-that‘ 
the relationship, ofthezdrysilicato the dry rubber 
is 1 to 10. Coloring material may be added at 
any. stage of the mixing.’ ' 
In manufacturing..the-overshoes the forms to 

be dipped are .preferablyicleansed in iacidfe-then 
soap solution, particularly to remove anyJ-adher 
ing particles of rubber remaining from prior dips. 
They are then rinsed in hot water and thoroughly 
dried. Next, the forms are disposed on racks and 
are heated to a temperature of substantially 120 
180° F., for instance, 160° F. They are then 
dipped, while still hot, in the coagulant which 
has been stirred to maintain uniformity. Pref 
erably the depth of this dipping is appreciably 
greater than the contemplated dip in the ?rst 

‘latex solution, for example, beyond the dot-dash 
line shown in Figure 1. The forms need not be 
held in the coagulant for any de?nite period of 
time, but they are removed from the coagulant 
very slowly for over a period of approximately 

tram-mates and: that are midyear-in. air: 
-:;.b_1eun - ' 

a 5 Th ,. .99. - . 

is otsubstential,imeertanceinrtha 
rte - _ Thismperation 

t immeb 1 

_-I2r.e,cludes the. cpaeulant run 
1 ‘duriesithe; ?rst/latex. Clip» —..I.t-~~the; ladenwerexto 
nature a Shelf .‘0i:.=1atex-W0u1d-i0 
'~shee.-¢erper~~rim~and as. 1-, - . 
...0f the overshoe would‘he.impossiblewltbouthapd 

dow-na'the-form 

about-incom 
theiltop 

. trimming 

: As an; alternative, .to .: dipping» a coating: .‘of 
. coagulant. vmay ~-beiyestab1i,shed.- on; the 19m.’ by 

; Sprayinga by. impregnating; a; porous v-fv ' 
..,coagulant,, or. by.,_.any-; other‘ conventional,- in s. 

The forms withthe?lm oi coagulant-deposited 
; thereon. are next dipped into the, ,v?rsttlatex, com 

20 pound- .wh-ichi is1 adapted to “for-m; the Y'vover-all 
, envelope. oflthe overshoe. . Thefdipping iscarried 

, outvery slowlyto prevent; trapping of-»,air;_under 
neath the sole of the form.‘ After thersole-vhas 
been covered, the-rateofimmersion maybe accel 
,erated-unt_il,maximum ;.depth» is reached.‘ -;The 

. form aftertbeingimmersed tq the;dot-dash;;line 

30-, 

indicatedin Eigure 1J8.» pgrmittedto remain;in~..the 
latex cqmnound for: a; periodef ; from - 1». t9 . 3 V min 

. utes depending. upon .the ‘thickness-501“ vthe coating 
,desired'. In’general thicker coatings‘, are desir 

‘ ableion‘ the largersizes pto-vershoes. ;The;forms 
._ are then slowlylwithdrawn. fro1n~,the_. late . . Q111 

tion “during a, period. of;E approximately. 2 minutes. 
, The relatively.‘ even. drainagemesulting from‘; this 
slowwithdrawahtendstqrrevide a depQsi-tedmm 

,. which is adequately even and-uniform despite :the 

40 

irregularities ofzthejfor-m. On the. other hand, 
this ratepfwithdrawal is ‘sufficient- to .draimthe 
latex’ frornvthe {vertical surfaces .of; the form to a 
thickness which .is still permeable to coagulant. 

, Drainage isjnotso uniform irom-the (toe. portion 
_ of ._.the form,, but the stabilizer in; the :latex com 
pound is -' e?ective- ,to “render, disproportionate 

, thicknessesatthis point penetrable by coagulant, 
is. 

_. successiveidips; 

50 

,In the fabrication» of the boot shown in ;Fiig,ure 
~~4»¢th.e~rem<>va1irem the. first dimmer-be inter 
rupted etalevele.cerrespendiee eetheyleideeindi 

.. catedet-?- The .fgrm-ris heldrin this?xedipoei 
' tion - fer-several‘minutesmo-allow the establish 

60 

hating magistrates‘ as 

fqrmsere meted-35.826 a; 
liquid flags which; 111 

,heel andythen.) are allot v p 
3 of, 3 .or. .41 minutes. to ; permit v-lrela 

ment of an-area o intermediatefthickness 

.thisiwo-stage Withdrewali-M elqpe tier iden 
tical with that for the overshge v t h _, . 

After Withdravvalimmthis?aie splution.;.the 

tolset-u fer-abetted 
ely uniform 

Penetration ibfthe?hriaby th'e..->u1.1.<i‘ériyine pea 
....1ant-..>Next~ theforims. vare.siiiapewl .in~.the-,.-1ateX 
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compound adapted to provide'the outer layer to 
the level of the lowermost dot-dash line of Figure 
1. This dip is performed in the same manner as 
the ?rst dip, but the forms are allowed to dwell 
in the latex compound for a period of from 6 to 8 
minutes, depending upon the thickness of deposit 
desired. The additional time is provided to allow 
for migration of coagulant into the second layer. 
The three thicknesses shown in Figure 4 may also 
be obtained by an intermediate dip in latex, the 
dip being preferably of less depth but slightly 
greater duration than the ?rst dip. 

After withdrawal from the ?nal latex dip, the 
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?lms‘on the forms are permitted to set up for 
approximately 15 minutes and are then leached in 
running water at a temperature of substantially 

' 125° F., for approximately one minute for each 
thousandth inch of film thickness. The over 
shoes are then heat treated for a period of be 
tween 11/2 and 1% hours at 160° F., depending 
upon ?lm thickness and weather conditions. 
Next they are heated for substantially 1% hour at 
a temperature of substantially 230° F. After this 
the overshoes are stripped from the forms, an 
operation which is greatly facilitated by the in 
clusion of tale in the coagulant. The overshoes 
are then given a chlorine treatment by being 
dipped for about 30 seconds in chlorine water 
containing substantially 300 parts of chlorine per 
million parts of water. Finally the overshoes are 
washed in running water and dried. 
The chlorination imparts to the surfaces of 

the products a particularly smooth ?nish. This 
is important, for the inside of the article may 
thereby be more easily pulled over the shoe by 
the wearer. . 

Inasmuch as the composition of the rubber 
footwear just described is almost pure latex, the 
speci?c gravity of the ?nished article is only 
slightly greater than that of a pure gum product. 
Thus, overshoes may be fabricated as described 
to be light enough to float, even though ?lled 
with water. This is true as to all formulations 
described herein except that shoes with a sub 
stantial sole portion having colloidal clay as a 
toughener will not ?oat; nor will an all-white 
product be light enough to ?oat, for the white 
pigment, such as titanium dioxide, used in the 
composition is too dense. However, a two-tone 
shoe with either a white upper or sole portion 
and the other portion colored by dyestuffs can 
be made in the relative proportions shown and 
described and such a shoe will not sink. 
Thus, rubber footwear produced by the meth 

od of our invention may not only be used as over 
shoes, but are peculiarly well-adapted to be used 
as beach shoes due to their buoyancy, the pro 
tection of the sole of the foot against sharp ob 
jects such as oyster shells, pebbles, etc., and the 
combinations of bright and attractive colors at 
tainable. When such use is the main objective, 
the rubber shoes may preferably be supplied with 
a plurality of holes of varying sizes at various 
points of the vertical side portions or at or near 
the toe portion. These apertures act as ports to 
let air in and water out. The moistened inte 
rior of the beach shoes adheres more tightly to 
the bare skin of the wearer. 
Having described our invention, we claim: 
A light-weight protective overshoe comprising 

a flexible envelope composed solely of latex adapt 
ed to completely enclose the sole and heel and at 
least a substantial portion of the upper of the 
shoe to be protected, said envelope being longi 
tudinally and transversely circumferentially con 
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‘tinuous, except for a'single ‘top aperture through 
which the shoe is inserted, the entire upper por 
tion of said envelope including that portion which 
is adjacent said aperture being of substantially 
uniform thickness and relatively thin, ?exible 
and resilient in comparison with the lower por 
tion of the envelope to facilitate stretching it 
over the shoe, the said lower portion of the en 
velope being- of substantially uniform thickness 
and thicker than the upper portion and differen 
tiated from said upper portion by a ridge extend 
ing continuously around the overshoe in an in 
clined plane which passes through the front of 
the overshoe somewhat above that portion there 
of which embraces the forward edge of the sole of 
said shoe and which passes at a higher level 
through the rear of the overshoe at approxi 
‘mately the height of the top of that portion 
thereof whichembraces the counter portion of 
said shoe, and the top edge of said envelope which 
joins its exterior and interior surfaces and de 
?nes said aperture, being a smooth, even and un 
serrated surface deposit of latex disposed in a 
plane parallel to the plane of said ridge. 

. , ' JOE J. MARX. 

EDWARD M. DAVIS. 
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